
Media Computation (CS 1120) Spring 2015

Time and Place:   1 - 1:50 PM MWF in ITTC 328

Web-site:   http://www.cs.uni.edu/~fienup/cs1120s15/

Class Email List:  Send messages to Google group for the course at CS-1120-01-spring@uni.edu 

Instructor:  Mark Fienup (fienup@cs.uni.edu)

Office:  ITTC 313

Phone:  273-5918  (Home 266-5379)

Office Hours:  MWF: 11:00-11:45, 2:00-3:00;  TTh 9:30-10:45, 1-2

Prerequisite:  none

Goals:  This course has two primary goals:

� To study digital multimedia and some of the techniques that are used to digitally represent photo, sound, movie

and text files.

� To introduce the concept of programming.  Even if you never "program for a living", you may find situations in

your career where you would like to be able to make a tool do something that it doesn’t yet do.  More and more

applications are allowing this “end user programming.”  We hope that you leave this course with a sense of what

programs can do and of how you can write programs to express ideas.

Text:  Introduction to Computing and Programming in Python (3rd Edition) by Mark Guzdial and Barbara Ericson.

ISBN-13:  978-0-13-292351-4

Assignments:   Assignments will consist of weekly laboratory exercises along with concurrent weekly or bi-weekly

programming assignments.

Pedagogic Approach: In class, I'll tend to break up the “lecture” with active (and group) learning exercises to aid

learning. While this is not formally graded, part (5%) of your grade will be based on your participation in (and

attendence for) these in-class activities. Students benefit by (1) increased depth of understanding, (2) increased

comfort and confidence, (3) increased motivation, and (4) being better prepared to work in groups on the job.

Additionally, this class will be very “hands-on” meaning that once or twice a week we will have in-class labs to allow

practice of “media computation” programming.  

Grading policy: There will be three tests (including the final).  Tentative test dates and weighting of course

components are:

In-class Work: 5 %

In-class Labs: 15 %

Programming Assignments: 20 %

In-class Test 1: 20 % 

In-class Test 2: 20 % 

Final: 20 % (Tuesday, May 5 from 1:00 to 2:50 PM in ITT 328)

Grades will be assigned based on straight percentages off the top student score. If the top student's score is

92%, then the grading scale will be, i.e., 100-82 A, 81.9-72 B, 71.9-62 C, 61.9-52 D, and below 52 F. Plus and

minus grades will be assigned for students near cutoff points.

Computer Access: The software using for this course is available in the following CHAS computing labs: 

� Wright 112.  This is a teaching lab used for several classes and may not always be available.

� Wright 339.  This is a public lab which is rarely closed for classes.

� ITTC 335.    This is a small general purpose student lounge. 

All of the software that we are using this semester is freely available.  See the course “Resources” page at:

http://www.cs.uni.edu/~fienup/cs1120s15/resources.htm 



Scholastic Conduct: You are responsible for being familiar with the University’ Academic Ethics Policies

(http://www.uni.edu/pres/policies/301.shtml). Copying from other students is expressly forbidden. Doing so on exams

or assignments will be penalized every time it is discovered. The penalty can vary from zero credit for the copied

items (first offense) up to a failing grade for the course. If an assignment makes you realize you don't understand the

material, ask questions designed to improve your understanding, not ones designed to discover how another student

solved the assignment. The solutions to assignments should be individual, original work unless otherwise specified.

Remember: discussing assignments is good. Copying code or test-question answers is cheating.

Any substantive contribution to your assignment solution by another person or taken from a publication (or the web)

should be properly acknowledged in writing. Failure to do so is plagiarism and will necessitate disciplinary action. In

addition to the activities we can all agree are cheating (plagiarism, bringing notes to a closed book exam, texting

during an exam, etc.), assisting or collaborating on cheating is cheating, e.g., allowing another student to copy your

program is cheating. Cheating can result in failing the course and/or more severe disciplinary actions.

Special Notices:  

� In compliance with the University of Northern Iowa policy and equal access laws, I am available to discuss

appropriate academic accommodations that may be required for students with disabilities.  Requests for academic

accommodations are to be made during the first three weeks of the semester, except for unusual circumstances, so

arrangements can be made. Students are encouraged to register with Student Disability Services, 103 Student

Health Center, to verify their eligibility for appropriate accommodations.

� I encourage you to utilize the Academic Learning Center’s assistance with writing, math, science, reading, and

learning strategies. There is no charge for currently-enrolled UNI students. UNI’s Academic Learning Center is

located in 007/008 ITTC. Visit the website at http://www.uni.edu/unialc/ or phone 319-273-2361 for more

information.

Tentative Media Computation Schedule Spring 2015

Final:  1:00 - 2:50 PM Tuesday, May 5 in ITT 328

Steganography project4/2815

Steganography4/2114

Text-File ProcessingText-File processingPython modules, dictionaries261-2694/1413

Strings and Text FilesStrings, Text Files244-2614/712

Advanced SongBlending sounds and Modifying

Frequency

Combining Sounds, Modifying

Frequency

193-2133/3111

Sequenced SongSplicing of soundsModifying Samples in a range174-1923/2410

Spring Break March 16 to March 20

Intro to sound and filtersIntro to Sound145-1733/109

ChromakeyBlending photos, 3D imagesBackground subtraction,

Chromakey

125-1443/38

Color pop and obama posterConditional Filters (red eye,

black & white, posterize, etc.)

107-1242/247

Flag collage or

Warhol

Copy/Paste comic strip collageCopy/Paste and Crop86-1062/176

Range of Pixels (mirrors, flips)Mirrors75-852/105

Assorted Filters or

Assorted Flips & Mirrors

Image FiltersBasic Filters53-742/34

Binary, color, color in line artIntro to binary, picture encoding40-531/263

Line Art Initials or

Mondrain Art

JES Pgmming BasicsIntro to Pgmming: Line Drawing1/192

Getting started with JES Intro. CS, JES, Programming

Basics

pp. 3-391/121

Programming

Assignments

Lab TopicsTopicsReadingWeek


